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American History in Song
2001

songwriters dramatically captured the details of how americans lived thought and changed in the first half of
the twentieth century this book examines 1033 songs about wwi and wwii wars presidents women s suffrage
prohibition the great depression immigration minority stereotypes new modes of transportation inventions and
the changing roles of men and women america invited immigrants and went to war to ensure democracy but
within its borders lyrics display intolerant attitudes toward women blacks and ethnic groups songs covered
labor strikes communism lynchings women voting and working love sex airships radio telephones the lure of
movies and new movie star role models drugs smoking and the atom bomb history books cannot match the
humor poignancy poetry and thrill of lyrics in describing the essence of american life as we moved from a rural
white male dominated society toward an urban democracy that finally included women and minorities

Romanticism, Lyricism, and History
1999-05-06

argues against the persistent view of romantic lyricism as inherently introspective by relating the poems of
william wordsworth john clare and charlotte smith as well as the letters and prose works of dorothy
wordsworth to their historical and literary contexts
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Ballad Collection, Lyric, and the Canon
2013-04-23

the humble ballad defined in 1728 as a song commonly sung up and down the streets was widely used in elite
literature in the eighteenth century and beyond authors ranging from john gay to william blake to felicia
hemans incorporated the seemingly incongruous genre of the ballad into their work ballads were central to the
scottish enlightenment s theorization of culture and nationality to shakespeare s canonization in the
eighteenth century and to the new criticism s most influential work understanding poetry just how and why did
the ballad appeal to so many authors from the restoration period to the end of the romantic era and into the
twentieth century exploring the widespread breach of the wall that separated high and low steve newman
challenges our current understanding of lyric poetry he shows how the lesser lyric of the ballad changed lyric
poetry as a whole and in so doing helped to transform literature from polite writing in general into the body of
imaginative writing that became known as the english literary canon for newman the ballad s early lack of
prestige actually increased its value for elite authors after 1660 easily circulated and understood ballads
moved literature away from the exclusive domain of the courtly while keeping it rooted in english history and
culture indeed elite authors felt freer to rewrite and reshape the common speech of the ballad newman also
shows how the ballad allowed authors to access the common speech of the public sphere while avoiding what
they perceived as the unpalatable qualities of that same public s increasingly avaricious commercial society

Lyric Poem and Aestheticism
2016-08-16
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this study explores lyric poetry s response to a crisis of relevance in victorian modernity offering an analysis of
literature usually elided by studies of the modern formation of the genre and uncovering previously
unrecognized discourses within it setting the focal aestheticist poetry c 1860 to 1914 within much broader
historical theoretical and aesthetic frames it speaks to those interested in victorian and modernist literature
and culture but also to a burgeoning audience of the new lyric studies the six case studies introduce fresh
poetic voices as well as giving innovative analyses of canonical writers such as d g rossetti ezra pound a c
swinburne

King René's Daughter. A lyric drama. From the Danish ... by J. F.
Chapman
1845

this book is a study of nineteenth century poems that remember yearn for fixate on and forget the past
reflecting the current critical drive to reconcile formalist and historicist approaches to literature it uses close
readings to trace the complex interactions between memory as a theme and the often memorable formal traits
such as brevity stanzaic structure and sonic repetition that appear in the lyrics examined this book considers
the interwoven nature of remembering and forgetting in the work of four victorian poets it uses this theme to
shed new light on the relationship between lyric and narrative on the connections between gender and genre
and on the way in which victorians represented and commemorated the past
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The Lyric in Victorian Memory
2017-11-11

eighteenth century british literary history was long characterized by two central and seemingly discrete
movements the emergence of the novel and the development of romantic lyric poetry in fact recent scholarship
reveals that these genres are inextricably bound constructions of interiority developed in novels changed ideas
about what literature could mean and do encouraging the new focus on private experience and self perception
developed in lyric poetry in lyric generations gabrielle starr rejects the genealogy of lyric poetry in which
romantic poets are thought to have built solely and directly upon the works of chaucer spenser shakespeare
and milton she argues instead that novelists such as richardson haywood behn and others while drawing upon
earlier lyric conventions ushered in a new language of self expression and community which profoundly
affected the aesthetic goals of lyric poets examining the works of cowper smith wordsworth coleridge and
keats in light of their competitive dialogue with the novel starr advances a literary history that considers
formal characteristics as products of historical change in a world increasingly defined by prose poets adapted
the new forms characters and moral themes of the novel in order to reinvigorate poetic practice

Lyric Generations
2015-11-01

this volume traces the modern critical and performance history of this play one of shakespeare s most loved
and most performed comedies the essay focus on such modern concerns as feminism deconstruction textual
theory and queer theory
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New Definitions of Lyric
1998

reading lyric poetry over the past century the lyric theory reader collects major essays on the modern idea of
lyric made available here for the first time in one place representing a wide range of perspectives in anglo
american literary criticism from the twentieth and twenty first centuries the collection as a whole documents
the diversity and energy of ongoing critical conversations about lyric poetry virginia jackson and yopie prins
frame these conversations with a general introduction bibliographies for further reading and introductions to
each of the anthology s ten sections genre theory historical models of lyric new criticism structuralist and post
structuralist reading frankfurt school approaches phenomenologies of lyric reading avant garde anti lyricism
lyric and sexual difference and comparative lyric designed for students teachers scholars poets and readers
with a general interest in poetics this book presents an intellectual history of the theory of lyric reading that
has circulated both within and beyond the classroom wherever poetry is taught read discussed and debated
today

The Lyric Theory Reader
2014-02

unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical character recognition as this
leads to bad quality books with introduced typos 2 in books where there are images such as portraits maps
sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep the quality of these images so they represent accurately the
original artefact although occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these old texts we feel they
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deserve to be made available for future generations to enjoy

An Essay on the Nature of Lyric
2012-08

as a study of lyric poetry in english from the early modern period to the present this book explores one of the
most ancient and significant art forms in western culture as it emerges in its various modern incarnations
combining a much needed historicisation of the concept of lyric with an aesthetic and formal focus this
collaboration of period specialists offers a new cross historical approach through eleven chapters spanning
more than four centuries the book provides readers with both a genealogical framework for the understanding
of lyric poetry within any particular period and a necessary context for more general discussion of the nature
of genre

The Lyric Poem
2013-11-07

what is the difference between the i of a poem the lyric subject and the liberal subject of rights lyric and
liberalism in the age of american empire uses this question to re examine the work of five major american
poets changing our understanding of their writing and the field of post war american poetry through extended
readings of the work of elizabeth bishop robert lowell amiri baraka john ashbery and jorie graham hugh foley
shows how poets have imagined liberalism as a problem for poetry foley s book offers a new approach to
ongoing debates about the nature of lyric by demonstrating the entanglement of ideas about the lyric poem
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with the development of twentieth century liberal discussions of individuality arguing that the nature of
american empire in this period underpinned by the discourse of individual rights forced poets to reckon with
this entanglement it demonstrates how this reckoning helped to shape poetry in the post war period by tracing
the ways a lyric poem performs personhood and the ways that this person can be distinguished from the
individual envisioned by post war liberalism foley shows how each poet stages a critique of liberalism from
inside the standpoint of lyric this book demonstrates the capacities of poetry for rethinking its own relation to
history and politics providing a new perspective on a vital era of american poetry

Lyric and Liberalism in the Age of American Empire
2022-09-14

lyric poetry has long been regarded as the intensely private emotional expression of individuals powerful
precisely because it draws readers into personal worlds but who exactly is the i in a lyric poem and how is it
created in lyric poetry mutlu blasing argues that the individual in a lyric is only a virtual entity and that lyric
poetry takes its power from the public emotional power of language itself in the first major new theory of the
lyric to be put forward in decades blasing proposes that lyric poetry is a public discourse deeply rooted in the
mother tongue she looks to poetic linguistic and psychoanalytic theory to help unravel the intricate historical
processes that generate speaking subjects and concludes that lyric forms convey both personal and communal
emotional histories in language focusing on the work of such diverse twentieth century american poets as t s
eliot ezra pound wallace stevens and anne sexton blasing demonstrates the ways that the lyric i speaks from
first to last as a creation of poetic language
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Lyric Poetry
2009-01-10

this book is unique in offering practical advice on writing song lyrics within a critically informed framework
part i provides the theoretical underpinning while part ii covers the creative process pulling together all the
best songwriting advice and offering practical exercises fusing creative guidance with rigorous criticism this is
an essential companion for undergraduate and postgraduate students of songwriting creative writing and
music lively and accessible it is a one stop shop for all aspiring songwriters

Writing Song Lyrics
2019-03-15

a new survey of twentieth century u s poetry that places a special emphasis on poets who have put lyric poetry
in dialogue with other forms of creative expression including modern art the novel jazz memoir and letters
contesting readings of twentieth century american poetry as hermetic and narcissistic morris interprets the
lyric as a scene of instruction and thus as a public oriented genre american poets from robert frost to sherman
alexie bring aesthetics to bear on an exchange that asks readers to think carefully about the ethical demands
of reading texts as a reflection of how we metaphorically read the world around us and the persons places and
things in it his survey focuses on poems that foreground scenes of conversation teaching and debate involving
a strong willed lyric speaker and another self bent on resisting how the speaker imagines the world
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Lyric Encounters
2013-05-23

in this book david der wei wang uses the lyrical to rethink the dynamics of chinese modernity although the
form may seem unusual for representing china s social and political crises in the mid twentieth century wang
contends that national cataclysm and mass movements intensified chinese lyricism in extraordinary ways wang
calls attention to the form s vigor and variety at an unlikely juncture in chinese history and the precarious
consequences it brought about betrayal self abjuration suicide and silence despite their divergent backgrounds
and commitments the writers artists and intellectuals discussed in this book all took lyricism as a way to
explore selfhood in relation to solidarity the role of the artist in history and the potential for poetry to
illuminate crisis they experimented with poetry fiction film intellectual treatise political manifesto painting
calligraphy and music western critics wang shows also used lyricism to critique their perilous epic time he
reads martin heidegger theodor adorno cleanth brooks and paul de man among others to complete his portrait
the chinese case only further intensifies the permeable nature of lyrical discourse forcing us to reengage with
the dominant role of revolution and enlightenment in shaping chinese and global modernity wang s remarkable
survey reestablishes chinese lyricism s deep roots in its own native traditions along with western influences
and realizes the relevance of such a lyrical calling of the past century to our time

The Lyrical in Epic Time
2015-01-20

with recent advances in digital technology a number of exciting and innovative approaches to writing lives
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have emerged from graphic memoirs to blogs and other visual verbal virtual texts this edited collection is a
timely study of new approaches to writing lives including literary docu memoir autobiographical cartography
social media life writing and autobiographical writing for children combining literary theory with insightful
critical approaches each essay offers a serious study of innovative forms of life writing with a view to reflecting
on best practice and offering the reader practical guidance on methods and techniques offering a range of
practical exercises and an insight into cutting edge literary methodologies this is an inspiring and thought
provoking companion for students of literature and creative writing studying courses on life writing memoir or
creative non fiction

The Educational Monthly of Canada
1897

performing adaptations conversations and essays on the theory and practice of adaptation brings together
scholars and artists from across north america and the united kingdom to contribute to the growing discourse
on adaptation in the arts an ideal text for students of theatre drama and performance studies this volume
offers a ground breaking set of essays interviews and artistic reflections that assess adaptation from the
perspective of live performance an aspect of the field that has been under explored until now the diverse
authors and interview subjects in this anthology take a variety of approaches to both creating and analyzing
adaptations demonstrating the form s suitability for testing and speaking back to dominant models of creation
production and analysis featuring articles by pioneering adaptation scholar linda hutcheon and critically
acclaimed writer and critic george elliott clarke performing adaptations advances the field of adaptation
studies in new and exciting ways the authors in performing adaptations do not comprise a comprehensive view
of adaptation studies but represent a collection of gutsy voices that use adaptation to test and speak back to
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dominant models of creation production and analysis some of these perspectives include a group of artists
from the african diaspora europe and canada the african theatre ensemble the voice of chinese canadian
playwright marjorie chan the innovative storytelling of beth watkins and her adaptation of letters written by
transgendered student activist jesse carr the views of vanguard canadian queer filmmaker john greyson and
african canadian poet novelist and critic george elliott clarke their adaptation of sources to other genres
mediums and cultural contexts represent the act of a radical dialogical reading writ large

New and Experimental Approaches to Writing Lives
2019-08-01

verse captures and portrays sentiment revolution on the other hand is invariably a culmination of emotions the
tension and strife hate and faith and despair and hope of the people who make and are made by them for those
who look back on it verse can therefore serve as a chronicle of historical events and as a priceless look into the
socio political zeitgeist of an era for those who sing it verse may have the power to not only fan and fuel
existing fiery whirlwinds but to actually ignite flames tracing the most controversial celebrated and lasting of
history s musical treasures through four great revolutions the american revolution the french revolution the
russian and bolshevik revolutions and the indian independence movement this book explores the stories these
compositions have to tell as well as the lives of the poets lyricists songwriters and singers who wrote them
whether you are a music aficionado a history buff or the everyday intellectual learning from history and art
about the human condition in a political and cultural framework is more important today than ever before
come listen
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Performing Adaptations
2009-03-26

john malick and associates new classicists features superb photography of luxury homes in a range of
traditional styles the book is a valuable resource for architects interior designers builders and home
decorators based in the san francisco bay area in california the classically trained architects of john malick and
associates draw from numerous historical styles including english arts and crafts mediterranean and georgian
colonial each project reflects the spirit of a unique time and place while also addressing current needs and
budgets the projects featured in this monograph abandon the modern idiom and return to a time when
buildings reflected noble achievements pastoral visions and sacred resonances they embrace construction
methods that revive the lost art of craftsmanship time tested materials and picturesque details such as post
and beam construction reflect the care and craft that are the signatures of artistic attention authentic finishes
and hardware infuse a sense of beauty and livability rarely achieved by modern architecture through lush
photography and engaging text the reader is able to experience the sophistication of a palladian neoclassical
villa the warmth of a yorkshire cottage and the sun washed simplicity of a mediterranean village nestled in the
hills

The Revolutionary's Playlist
2017-05-09

in this book elizabeth s dodd traces the contours of a lyric theology through the lens of english lyric tradition
she addresses the dominance of narrative and drama in contemporary theological aesthetics by drawing on
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recent developments in lyric theory informed by the work of critics such as jonathan culler dodd explores the
significance of lyric for theological discourse lyric is presented here as a short musical expressive and personal
form that is also fragmentary embodied socially located and performative the main chapters address key
moments in english lyric tradition this selective approach aims to expand the theological gaze beyond the
monochromatic features of the traditional canon it covers anglo saxon hymns medieval lullaby carols early
modern sonnets and the prophetic poetry of romanticism but also grime and hip hop performance poetry social
media poetry and geoffrey hill

A Lyric Architecture
2012

what sort of thing is a lyric poem an intense expression of subjective experience the fictive speech of a
specifiable persona examining ancient and modern poems from sappho to ashbery jonathan culler reveals the
limitations of these two models the romantic and the modern and challenges the assumption that poems exist
to be interpreted

Acacian Lyrics
1862

in lyric tactics ingrid nelson argues that the lyric poetry of later medieval england is a distinct genre defined
not by its poetic features rhyme meter and stanza forms but by its modes of writing and performance which
are ad hoc improvisatory and situational
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The Lyric Voice in English Theology
2023-09-21

introduction to this wide ranging body of poetry which includes work by such famous poets as sappho and
pindar

Catalogue of Books in the South End Branch Library of the Boston
Public Library
1883

what kind of a thing is a middle english lyric considers issues pertaining to a corpus of several hundred short
poems written in middle english between the twelfth and early fifteenth centuries the chapters draw on
perspectives from varied disciplines including literary criticism musicology art history and cognitive science
since the early 1900s the poems have been categorized as lyrics the term now used for most kinds of short
poetry yet neither the difficulties nor the promise of this treatment have received enough attention in one way
the book argues considering these poems to be lyrics obscures much of what is interesting about them since
the nineteenth century lyrics have been thought of as subjective and best read without reference to cultural
context yet nonetheless they are taken to form a distinct literary tradition since middle english short poems
are often communal and usually spoken sung and or danced this lyric template is not a good fit in another way
however the very differences between these poems and the later ones on which current debates about the lyric
still focus suggest they have much to offer those debates and vice versa as its title suggests this book thus
goes back to the basics asking fundamental questions about what these poems are how they function formally
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and culturally how they are and are not related to other bodies of short poetry and how they might illuminate
and be illuminated by contemporary lyric scholarship eleven chapters by medievalists and two responses by
modernists all in careful conversation with one another reflect on these questions and suggest very different
answers the editors introduction synthesizes these answers by suggesting that these poems can most usefully
be read as a kind of play in several senses of that word the book ends with eight new middle english lyrics by
seven contemporary poets

Theory of the Lyric
2015-06-08

what is distinctive about greek lyric how should we conceptualize it in relation to literature song music
rhetoric history this discussion investigates such questions analysing a range of influential methodologies that
have shaped the recent history of the field

Lyric Tactics
2017-01-13

excerpt from hebrew lyrical history or select psalms arranged in the order of the events to which they relate
with introductions and notes about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work
forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original
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such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such
historical works

The Cambridge Companion to Greek Lyric
2009-04-30

what does it mean to have an emotional response to poetry and music and just as important but considered
less often what does it mean not to have such a response what happens when lyric utterances which should
invite consolation revelation and connection somehow fall short of the listener s expectations as seth lerer
shows in this pioneering book shakespeare s late plays invite us to contemplate that very question offering up
lyric as a displaced and sometimes desperate antidote to situations of duress or powerlessness lerer argues
that the theme of lyric misalignment running throughout the tempest the winter s tale henry viii and cymbeline
serves a political purpose a last ditch effort at transformation for characters and audiences who had lived
through witch hunting plague regime change political conspiracies and public executions a deep dive into the
relationship between aesthetics and politics this book also explores what shakespearean lyric is able to
recuperate for these victims of history by virtue of its disjointed utterances to this end lerer establishes the
concept of mythic lyricism an estranging use of songs and poetry that functions to recreate the past as present
to empower the mythic dead and to restore a bit of magic to the commonplaces and commodities of jacobean
england reading against the devotion to form and prosody common in shakespeare scholarship lerer s account
of lyric utterance s vexed role in his late works offers new ways to understand generational distance and
cultural change throughout the playwright s oeuvre
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What Kind of a Thing Is a Middle English Lyric?
2022-08-30

this book considers the lyric poems written by john clare and three twentieth century poets arthur symons
edmund blunden and john ashbery who turned to him at pivotal moments in their own development these
writers crafted a distinctive mode of lyric clare s lyric that emphatically grounds its truth claims in mimetic
accuracy for these writers accurate representation involves not only words that name objects describe scenes
and create images pointing to a shared reality but also patterns of sound the syntactic organization of lines
and the shapes of whole poems and collections of poems their works masterfully investigate how poetic
language and form can refer to the world word by word line by line and poem by poem written in a lively and
accessible style clare s lyric sheds light on a richly diverse body of poems and on enduring questions about
how literature represents reality weiner s attentive close readings bring the writings of clare symons blunden
and ashbery to life by revealing precisely how they captured a vital arresting and complex world in their
poems their unique approach to lyric is traced from clare s poems about birdsong his sonnets and his later
poems of loss and absence to symons s efforts to make amends to nature blunden s vivid depictions of a
european and english countryside scarred by the first world war and ashbery s unbounded and bountiful
landscapes this inventive study refines our understanding of the aesthetic of romanticism the genre of lyric
and the practice of literary representation and it makes a compelling case for the ongoing importance of
poems about nature and social life
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Greek Lyric of the Archaic and Classical Periods
2020-01-20

this is a new release of the original 1922 edition

Hebrew Lyrical History, Or Select Psalms, Arranged in the Order of
the Events to Which They Relate
2019-01-24

the ottoman empire was one of the most significant forces in world history and yet little attention is paid to its
rich cultural life for the people of the ottoman empire lyrical poetry was the most prized literary activity people
from all walks of life aspired to be poets ottoman poetry was highly complex and sophisticated and was used to
express all manner of things from feelings of love to a plea for employment this collection offers free verse
translations of 75 lyric poems from the mid fourteenth to the early twentieth centuries along with the ottoman
turkish texts and new to this expanded edition photographs of printed lithographed and hand written ottoman
script versions of several of the texts a bonus for those studying ottoman turkish biographies of the poets and
background information on ottoman history and literature complete the volume

Shakespeare's Lyric Stage
2018-11-29
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sometimes the word lyric seems to appear everywhere either it s used interchangeably with the word poetry or
it attaches to descriptions of literature art film and even ordinary objects in order to capture some quality of
aesthetic appeal or meaning lyric trade is not yet another attempt to define the lyric but instead it digs into
how poems use lyric in relation to race gender nation and empire engaging with poets such as gwendolyn
brooks h d lorine niedecker alice notley and myung mi kim this book asks what does lyric mean and why
should it matter to poets and readers lyric trade argues that lyric in the postwar long poem not only registers
the ideological contradictions of modernism s insistence on new forms but that it also maps spaces for formal
reimaginings of the subject

Clare's Lyric
2014-04-10

poetry and astronomy often travel together in the political sphere from milton s meeting with galileo under
house arrest to nasa s practice of launching poems into space anchored in the post war period but drawing on
a long history of poetry and science lyric poetry and space exploration from einstein to the present charts the
surprising connection between poetry and extra terrestrial space in an era defined by the vast scales of
globalization environmental disaster and space travel poets bring the small scales of lyric intimacy to bear on
cosmic immensity while outer space might seem the domain of more popular genres lyric poetry has ancient
and enduring associations with cosmic inquiry that have made it central to post war space culture as the cold
war played out in space american institutions and media from nasa to star trek enlisted poetry to present
space exploration as a peaceful mission on behalf of humankind meanwhile poets from across the globe have
turned to the cosmos to contest american imperialism challenging conventional ideas about lyric poetry in the
process poets including elizabeth bishop adrienne rich seamus heaney derek walcott agha shahid ali and tracy
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k smith invoke the extra terrestrial to interrogate national histories alongside their craft dazzled by the
aesthetics of astronomy but wary of its imperial uses poets employ astronomical figures and methods to
imagine how we might care for both ourselves and others on a shared planet

Lyric Forms from France
2014-03

a new york times notable book of 2002 sexism racism self hatred and romantic love all figure in prominently in
this scholarly but nicely hard boiled discussion of the bond between the famous paul laurence dunbar and his
wife alice eleanor alexander s analysis of turn of the twentieth century black marriage is required reading for
every student of american especially african american heterosexual relationships nell painter edwards
professor of american history princeton university author of sojourner truth a life a symbol rich in
documentation and generous in analysis lyrics of sunshine and shadow advances our understanding of late
nineteenth and early twentieth century african american social and cultural history in compelling and
unexpected ways by exposing the devastating consequences of unequal power dynamics and gender relations
in the union of the celebrated writers paul laurence dunbar and alice ruth moore and by examining the hidden
underside of the dunbars storybook romance where alcohol sex and violence prove fatal eleanor alexander
produces a provocative nuanced interpretation of late victorian courtship and marriage of post emancipation
racial respectability and class mobility of pre modern sexual rituals and color conventions in an emergent elite
black society thadious m davis vanderbilt university eleanor alexander s vivid account of the most famous
black writer of his day paul laurence dunbar and his wife alice illuminates the world of the african american
literati at the opening of the twentieth century the dunbars fairy tale romance ended abruptly when alice
walked out on her alcoholic abusive spouse alexander s access to scores of intimate letters and her sensitive
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interpretation of the dunbars mercurial highs and lows reveal the tragic consequences of mixing alcohol
ambition and amour the dunbars were precursors for another doomed duo scott and zelda fitzgerald alexander
s poignant story of the dunbars sheds important light on love and violence among dubois s talented tenth
catherine clinton author of fanny kemble s civil wars lyrics of sunshine and shadow debunks dunbar myths
lyrics asks us to consider the ways in which racism and sexism operate together the crisis on february 10 1906
alice ruth moore estranged wife of renowned early twentieth century poet paul laurence dunbar boarded a
streetcar settled comfortably into her seat and opened her newspaper to learn of her husband s death the day
before paul laurence dunbar son of former slaves whom frederick douglass had dubbed the most promising
young colored man in america was dead from tuberculosis at the age of 33 lyrics of sunshine and shadow
traces the tempestuous romance of america s most noted african american literary couple drawing on a variety
of love letters diaries journals and autobiographies eleanor alexander vividly recounts dunbar s and moore s
tumultuous affair from a courtship conducted almost entirely through letters and an elopement brought on by
dunbar s brutal drunken rape of moore through their passionate marriage and its eventual violent dissolution
in 1902 moore once having left dunbar rejected his every entreaty to return to him responding to his many
letters only once with a blunt one word telegram no this is a remarkable story of tragic romance among african
american elites struggling to define themselves and their relationships within the context of post slavery
america as such it provides a timely examination of the ways in which cultural ideology and politics shape and
complicate conceptions of romantic love
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